genre and in particular, the creation of unique types of characters possible by the support of the development special make-up techniques and combined with special effects. Gladiator or Warrior has a unique article topic with a dramatization of a fictional events and fictional characters based on the distinctive character, and make fun public exaggerated acting, martial arts and using computer graphics magnificent image. The character which is one of the key element leading to drama especially, the right character made Mania group and its awareness has contributed to higher ratings 1) . TV drama needs realistically visual make-up because it is reflected real life and fact Other than a program of entertainment programs.
Moreover, the first character set should be organized analysis of the design elements and materials and techniques following the end of drama 2) . Especially, well-organized make-up is important roll to contents of drama due to nature of special make-up techniques and special effects. Also, it need to change of make-up depending on character exquisitely and delicately.
The existing study on make-up design are a study on elements of character make-up based on physiognomy image 3) , a study on compare make-up image to synopsis image 4) , a study on materials and techniques for organizing images 5) . As shown in the above study, now that there is no study on the change of time according to the present changes in personality and makeup specifically categorized by elements. Therefore, it is significant to study the elements make up and techniques on the basis of the importance of systematic make up in this study. And it is necessary to study on the design elements of character make up depending on changes of The methods of study were used local and abroad related books, studies, publications and case study. The subject is twelve series 'ya-cha' in which the researchers were participated as a make-up artist. It made action drama's characteristics of the maximization and was well received in the public 6) .
The character subjects were limited to be four male characters in drama 'Ya-cha'. Character was analyzed in pre-interview and elements of design are classified as description of skin tone, . It helps fusion and action drama to be fantastic especially, Immortal Admiral Yi Sun-sin 8) showed actual battle sites through special effects. And then it made a positive impact of the whole drama.
2) The use of character and special make- 12) . There are basic descriptions about character of inner and outer and psychological description writer's and director's opinion due to expression of character clearly.
Characterization in synopsis is basic work for make-up design. That is why understanding of character's relationship is the essential. In Free production, this kinds of process are discuss with synopsis and script. So, it is important to consult with set of character and purpose of writer and director 13) . As shooting image, elements of make-up change and it is helpful to show changing details such as description of skin, hair style, wound make-up and so on.
2) The design elements of character and representation techniques Make-up design part is important because it affect not subjective but creative and miniature in design field 14) . Also, make-up design part is plan to image and form of character due to project to the concept and purpose properly through planed make-up design 15) . The costume basis on features is the way to express the probability to analyze the features appearances by hereditary elements, character, physic, other than the race of the historical background, environment, temperament, health, age through the synopsis and script.
The make up basis on characterization is shown appearances by hereditary elements, character, physic, other than the race of the historical background, environment, temperament, health, age through the synopsis and script 16) .
Not only shape and image of face but also skin color, ears, eyes, mouth, nose, eyebrows, and is analyzed through the structure. That is why elements of make-up design are classified wound, type of eye brows, hair and beard. Hair type is reflected period and show culture 19) . Especially, historical dramas need to express as the shape and form of hair of the past. TV action drama presentation technique used in the form of hair in the shape of the hair design for the modern male actor in order to apply for a short hair wig and topknot. And, the TV  TV TV  TV action action action action drama drama drama drama "Ya-cha" "Ya-cha" "Ya-cha" "Ya-cha" ( ( . The head of hukungum.
"I want to express the image of an upright warrior, warm humanity and justice Like a hero of Spartacus" "I hope to you rough like the hero of Japanese samurai" "Face line will be sharp for clever image" "I hope to put different from a teenage as an ordinary person. and make-up is important to be image" Lee Baekyel (Seo Doyeong)
The mid 10 ~ late 20 He is Baekrok's brother smart and nimble unusually. Ambition for career people who love to have big ambitions, is about to betray. He escort an influential family and in the way of an ambition to succeed is a strong character.
"I would like to put make-up stand out personality" "Tone is like dark or clear traditional warrior" "I hope to put different from a teenage"
Lee Sijae (Jang Taehun) Early 10 ~ early 20 He fallow Baekrok because too weak and a fallen man. After 10 years as king scarecrow had always life threatening, disgusting things than death, had to be forcibly. After being the king, look like glaze turns into a cruel disposition.
"There are many differences in personality change after becoming king.
So, it need to be expressed a strong hope to show charisma in disguise" " Even the king of hair stylized characters look different depending on the situation"
Mu-myeong (Kim Mingi)
Early 20 He was a orphaned children and wandering. Baekrok helped to work together in a butcher. He is slender and a master of archery.
He is nimble Baekrok's right-hand man.
"You need to direct unique image among lots of modern drama" "I want you to look good is to find elements detailed and concise image of adonis"
Mu-myeong was contrasted greatly of character change between tortured expression and when he was Hukungum <Table 3>.
If Baekrok, 10 years ago after 10 years, Hukungum, the days of Japan Gladiator, and the change in appearance was returning to Korea.
Lee Baekrok is upright and sense of justice, his skin tone is YR3-55050 in butcher and Heukungum. Lee Sijae was a two-faced king and common people difference between childhood and was he became king, the young king's appearance, which was expressed as a dignified way. Skin tone was YR2-55050 in childhood. The shape of eye brows was not make-up naively and wore full wig as disheveled hair. After 10 years, he put make-up YR3-60040 as the king. Heightened the public's perspective, the pre-production and planning to align intent of the design elements for the identification and organization if the character representation that is expected to necessity and usability.
In addition, the systematization of make up design elements and a stable representation of characters to keep it as an integral part on the drama production is expected to increase utilization. Make up design study of visual media to an increasingly diversified genre of visual media for people to understand and it is supposed to apply for the elements that should be continued for the follow-up studies is considered.
